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Abstract

Using lattice programming and order theoretic �xpoint theory, we develop a new

class of monotone iterative methods that provide a qualitative theory of Markovian

equilibrium decision processes for a large class of in�nite horizon economies with

capital. The class of economies includes models with public policy, valued �at money,

monopolistic competition, production externalities, and various other nonconvexi-

ties in the production sets. The results can be adapted to construct symmetric

Markov equilibrium in models with many agents and market incompleteness. As

the methods are constructive, they provide the foundations for a rigorous analysis

of numerical approximation schemes that study extremal Markovian equilibrium.
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Equilibrium comparative statics results relative to the space of economies are avail-

able. Of independent interest, we provide new conditions for preserving complemen-

tarity under maximization, and new generalized envelope theorems for non-concave

dynamic programming problems. Our �xed point algorithms are sharp, and are

able to distinguish su¢ cient conditions under which Markovian equilibrium form a

complete lattice of Lipschitz continuous, uniformly continuous and semicontinuous

monotone functions as well as unique continuously di¤erentiable equilibrium.
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1 Introduction

Since the pioneering work of Brock and Mirman [11], the optimal stochastic

growth model has been an important building block for modern macroeco-

nomics. This model has provided economists with a common structure for

connecting work in such diverse areas of research as economic �uctuations,

equilibrium growth, asset pricing, incomplete �nancial markets, wealth in-

equality, altruism in growing economies, macro-IO models with growth, the

accumulation of physical and human capital, and the role of activist �scal

and/or monetary policy. Although initial applications of the model were of-

ten posed in settings where the two fundamental welfare theorems hold (e.g.,

papers in the spirit of Kydland and Prescott [38]), much of the subsequent

work has introduced signi�cant complications into the models making the

welfare theorems inapplicable. In such instances, rigorous characterizations of

the Markovian equilibrium have remained elusive. To deal with these di¢ cul-

ties, the use of numerical methods to characterize the properties of Markovian

equilibrium has been employed. To develop rigorous applications of numerical
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methods, prerequisite theoretical work characterizing the existence and com-

putation of Markovian equilibrium must be done. Unfortunately, these issues

are rarely addressed. 1

In this paper, we provide a uni�ed constructive monotone methodology for

characterizing both the existence and computation of Markovian equilibrium

in a broad class of equilibrium stochastic growth models that are used in ap-

plied research. We introduce a new class of "isotone" recursive methods that

provide sharp characterizations of Markovian equilibrium decision processes

(MEDPs). 2 We provide su¢ cient conditions under which measurable Markov-

ian equilibrium exist and can be computed as the limit of successive approxi-

mations on a nonlinear monotone operator. All our results can be used directly

to provide a mathematical foundation for numerical implementations that

1 One approach is to study the existence and computation of Markovian equilib-

rium integrating dynamic programming with topological �xed point methods (e.g.,

see Miao [42]). This approach often su¤ers from serious limitations. First, typi-

cally, these topological constructions can provide only very weak characterizations

of Markovian equilibrium (e.g., the existence of an equilibrium invariant measure).

Second, the continuity properties of �xed point operators are studied using weak

topologies where convergence results for successive approximations are not avail-

able. Third, typically there exist trivial �xed points (i.e., �xed points which cannot

be decentralized as a sequential equilibrium under prices in the appropriate dual

to the commodity space). Fourth, the arguments apply nonconstructive topolog-

ical �xed point theorems (e.g., Schauder, Fan-Glicksberg, or Schauder-Tychono¤

theorems). Such methods, therefore, provide little justi�cation for the particular

numerical implementations of approximate solutions.
2 The issue of Stationary Markov equilibrium is taken up in a companion paper

(Mirman, Morand, and Re¤ett [45] and Morand [48]).
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study the quantitative properties of such Markovian equilibrium. MEDPs are

shown to exist on "minimal" state space, only involving current period state

variables. Using dynamic programming algorithms in conjunction with the

lattice programming methods of Veinott [66] and Topkis [64], we characterize

the monotonicity properties of optimal solutions of agent decision problems as

well as providing methods for studying the structure of �xed point operators

de�ned using the extremal selections for these optimal solutions. Given the

constructive nature of our approach, monotone equilibrium comparative stat-

ics results with respect to ordered perturbations on the space of economies can

be obtained by direct calculation. Finally, the paper provides su¢ cient con-

ditions that distinguish economies that possess Markovian equilibrium that

have various types of continuity properties with respect to endogeneous state

variables (e.g., semicontinuity, uniform continuity, Lipschitz continuity, locally

Lipschitz continuity, smoothness, etc.).Within our framework, we obtain all

of the results in the existing literature. Indeed, for economies in the existing

literature, we deliver sharper characterizations of MEDPs.

Although, in this paper, we focus on representative agents economies with

one-sector production and complete markets, our methods can be applied di-

rectly to study symmetric equilibrium in economies with heterogeneous agents

and incomplete markets (e.g., for symmetric versions of the models described

in Becker and Zilcha [8], and Krebs [37].) Our work extends the results on

"smoothness of the policy function" in Montrucchio [46] and Santos [56] to

the case of one sector economies that are not Pareto optimal, as well as pro-

viding an extension of the nonexistence of continuous Markovian equilibrium

results in Santos [57] to a more general setting..

An important source of motivation for our work is a series of papers by Cole-
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man [14][15][16][17]. In these papers, Coleman presents the �rst uni�ed set

of conditions under which constructive methods are applied to the construc-

tion of Markovian equilibrium decision processes. 3 Unfortunately, Coleman�s

methods require very strong conditions on the underlying primitive data of

the economy. For example, Coleman�s results on the continuity of Markovian

equilibrium depend critically on the presence of a strong form of dynamic

complementarities along equilibrium trajectories between agent decisions de-

termining the capital stock, consumption, and investment. However, we show

that this structure is not needed for a constructive monotone approach to the

study of Markovian equilibrium.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section two, we de-

�ne some preliminaries of the economies we study. In section three, we state

our main result concerning the existence of Markovian equilibrium decision

processes (MEDPs). In section four, we study the continuity properties of

Markovian equilibrium. For all models in the paper, we address the ques-

tion of continuity of MEDPs, and provide su¢ cient conditions for MEDPs

to be (i) semicontinuous, (ii) uniformly continuous, (iii) Lipschitz continuous,

and (iv) di¤erentiable. We conclude with a set of examples with production

externalities that distinguish our su¢ cient conditions for di¤erent types of

semi-continuous MEDPs. In particular, the examples show how the �size�of

the production externality e¤ects the existence of continuous versus semicon-

tinuous MEDPs in our models. 4

3 The literature on Monotone map methods is vast, and includes in addition to

Coleman�s work, papers by Bizer and Judd [10], Datta, Mirman, and Re¤ett [20],

Morand and Re¤ett [49][50], and Datta, Mirman, Morand, and Re¤ett [21]. An

interesting alternative monotone method is developed in Becker and Foias [7].
4 In the appendix, we de�ne all the mathematical terminology used in the paper,
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2 A Class of Economies

We consider a class of "generalized" Brock and Mirman [11] economies that al-

low for more general preferences, production technologies, and shock processes

for uncertainty. Time is discrete and indexed by t = f0; 1; 2; :::g. There is a

continuum of in�nitely-lived and identical household/�rm agents, each identi-

cal with respect to both their initial conditions and equilibrium dynamics.

A household enters into a period with an individual stock of capital, de-

noted by k, as well as an endowment of one e¢ ciency unit of time (which

is rented to �rms inelastically). Uncertainty comes in the form of a �rst-

order Markov process denoted by z 2 Z � R++ with a stationary transition

function �(z; dz0) 2 �; where � is the class of shock processes. The state

space for the Markov process Z is assumed to be compact: The compact set

K � R+ contains the feasible values for the aggregate per capita capital stock

K; as well as the individual capital k. The aggregate state of an economy

is denoted by the vector S = (K; z) 2 S := K� Z � R2
+, and is given as

(k; S) = p 2 K� S = P:

For production, we use a "reduced-form" production function speci�cation.

This speci�cation contains as a special case many special cases of economies

that possess various forms of equilibrium distortions, such as nonconvexi-

ties in both private and public returns, monopolistic competition, monetary

economies with binding cash-in-advance constraints, state contingent capi-

tal income taxation, etc. 5 Let F (k; n;K;N; z) denote the aggregate reduced-

and present the proofs of the main theorems in the paper.
5 Greenwood and Hu¤man [30] and Datta, Mirman, and Re¤ett [20] show how the

reduced-form production formulation contains many macroeconomic models.
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form production function facing each �rm. Assume F is continuous jointly in

(k; n;K;N; z). Here, each �rm controls their individual decisions on private

inputs of capital k and labor n. The returns to private inputs depends on the

mean capital stock K and the mean aggregate labor N existing in the econ-

omy. We abstract from the question of elastic labor supply, therefore, without

loss of generality, we take n = N = 1. We shall then denote the reduced-

form production process F evaluated at the equilibrium level of labor input

n = N = 1 as F (k; 1; K; 1; z) = f(k;K; z).

We assume that household lifetime preferences are both time and state sep-

arable, and de�ned over in�nite sequences of consumption indexed by dates

and histories c = (czi). Let the function u(c) : K!R denote current period

utility, and assume it is continuous (and, therefore, measurable). Also, assume

constant discounting at rate � 2 (0; 1). 6 Here zi = (z1; :::; zi) denotes the

history of shocks until period i. Then lifetime household utility is

E0

( 1X
i=0

�iu(ci)

)
(1)

with this expectation computed with respect to the probability structure of the

shocks, zi; de�ned on the space of shock histories implied by the one-period

transition function �(z; dz0).

Denote an economy by the vector � = (u; f; �; �;K0; z0): We identify two

classes of economies E and Em:

Assumption 1-E. The class E consist of all � such that

6 In this paper, "measurability" means Borel measurability.
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(i) (K0; z0) 2 K� Z, K0; z0 > 0;

(ii) u 2 U, U consists of all u : K 7! R that are real-valued, bounded, twice

continuously di¤erentiable, isotone, and concave on K such that limc!0u
0(c)!

1;

(iii) f 2 F , F consists of all twice continuously di¤erentiable and isotone

functions de�ned on K�K� Z, such that there exists a k̂(z) > 0 such that

f(k̂(z); k̂(z); z) + (1� �)k̂(z) = k̂(z) and f(k; k; z) < k , for all k > k̂(z);and

all z 2 Z;

(iv) together u 2 U , and f 2 F satisfy either;

(a) u00(c)f1f2 + u0(c)f12 � 0; or

(b) u0((k;K; z))f1(k;K; z) is isotone in K for any function (k;K; z) such

that 0 � (k;K 0; z)� (k;K; z) � f(k;K 0; z) �f(k;K; z) for K 0 � K; and u

is either linear or strictly concave 7

(v) � is a '�irreducible, is stochastically increasing Markov process, and has

the Feller property. 8

7 This complementarity condition between private and social returns is used only

when private returns for production is not concave. When f is concave in its �rst

argument, we can dispense with this condition (iv) as shown in Section 4 of the

paper.
8 See Meyn and Tweedie ([41]) for a de�nition of '�irreducible. When the shock

structure is denumerable, '�irreducible reduces to the standard irreducibility de�-

nition.For a de�nition of stochastically increasing, see Topkis ([64]). For a de�nition

of the Feller property, see Stokey, Lucas, and Prescott [61].
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Sharper monotonicity results for MEDPs are available for a subclass of economies

in E, denoted by Em:

Assumption 1�M : The class of economiesEm � E consist of all the economies

� 2 E such that,

(vi) for u 2 U and f 2 F, either:

(a) u00(c)f1f3 + u0(c)f13 � 0; or

(b) u0((k;K; z))f1(k;K; z) is isotone in z for any function (k;K; z) such that

0 � (k;K; z0)� (k;K; z) � f(k;K; z0)� f(k;K; z):

We make a few remarks. First, note if f(k;K; z) = f(k; z), the agent�s decision

problem reduces to the case of stochastic optimal growth with Markov shocks

and nonclassical production. Therefore, our monotonicity theorems generalize

results on isotone controls in the stochastic optimal growth model. 9

Second, in stochastic optimal growth problems with nonclassical production

and iid shocks, joint monotonicity of the optimal solutions in the strong set

9 Hopenhayn and Prescott [35] discuss monotone controls in a class of one-sector

stochastic growth models using a lattice programming argument. However, their

proofs rely upon repeated applications of Topkis�s theorem for preserving super-

modularity under sup operations (Topkis, [64], Theorem 2.7.6)). This argument

requires that the feasible correspondence in the planner�s problem have a sublat-

ticed graph in the product order on the product of the control and parameter space.

This condition is rarely met in optimal growth applications, and is, therefore, very

restrictive. For example, in the context of the one sector stochastic optimal growth

model, this condition requires that production be Leontief.
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order in (K; z) (with the extremal selectors jointly isotone) is known. See

Nishimura and Stachurski [52]. This joint monotonicity result is generalized

in the next section to the case of joint monotonicity of measurable MEDPs.

Further for the iid shock case, we obtain this result under weaker conditions

than Assumption 1.M. In particular, we can delete requirement I:M:(b):

Third, unlike Coleman [15] and Greenwood and Hu¤man [30], our methods do

not require (i) either concavity of the production function, nor (ii) the shock

process to be denumerable. Further, in the last section of the paper, we show

how we can dispense with strong interiority conditions (i.e., Inada conditions)

in some cases. The existence of nontrivial stationary Markov equilibrium (as

an invariant distribution) requires restrictions on preferences and the marginal

product of capital in equilibrium, so the stochastic dynamics do not converge

to zero aggregate capital stock from all initial states with probability one.

These issues are addressed in Morand [48].

Fourth, none of the arguments in this paper rely upon the presence of In-

ada conditions; rather, interiority conditions are used here to simplify exposi-

tion. For example, in an earlier draft of this paper, using standard nonlinear

programming arguments (e.g., Gauvin and Dubeau [28] and Fontanie [27])

only. For example, in an earlier version of this paper, we provide conditions

under which limiting value function is locally Lipschitz continuous in k, for

each (K; z; h) (and, therefore, Clarke di¤erentiable) without requiring interior

solutions: Using non-smooth di¤erential characterizations of supermodularity,

we then characterize conditions under which value functions have the appro-

priate complementarity properties needed to apply our present arguments.

None of those arguments rely upon interiority and Inada conditions. See, for

example, Datta and Re¤ett [19] and Datta et. al [23].
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Finally, the boundedness assumption in 1:E:(iii) on F implies that the return

to capital falls su¢ ciently so that the economy�s equilibrium can be studied

on a compact state space. In many cases, these boundedness assumptions can

be relaxed. See Datta, et. al. [23]. 10

2.1 Household Decision Problems

In this section, we obtain a recursive representation of household decision

processes in a candidate Markovian equilibrium. We begin by de�ning para-

meter spaces that are used in our subsequent discussion. A household begins

any period in state p = (k; S) 2 P = K� S (where k denotes that house-

hold�s individual holdings of capital). When solving their decision problem, the

household takes as given a law of motion for the per-capita capital stock, and

uses this rule to calculate the sequence of future prices for the economy. Let

this law of motion be K 0 = h(S); where K 0 is the next period per capita value

for the capital stock, and h is a real-valued, bounded, measurable function

mapping the aggregate state space S toK. In addition, we assume that h(S) is

pointwise feasible in each state. De�ne the collection B(S)={h(S)jh : S! K;

h measurable, 0� h(K; z) � f(K;K; z)g. Endow B(S) with the pointwise

Euclidean order and the C0 uniform metric topology. B(S) is a lattice un-

der this partial order. We de�ne two sublattices of B(S). Let C1(S) � B(S)

be a sublattice of functions h that are additionally isotone in K; for each z,

10 For economies � 2 E that additionally have f(k;K; z) a strictly concave in

k, and f1(k; k; z) decreasing in k, Morand and Re¤ett [49] provide existence and

computation results for MEDPs with unbounded state spaces. Similar methods can

extend some of our arguments in this paper to the case of unbounded MEDPs.
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i.e.,C1 = fh 2 B(S); h(K 0; z)� h(K; z) � 0 if K 0 � K; each z 2 Zg: De�ne

C2 = f h 2 C1(S)jh is jointly isotone in S = (K; z) 2 Sg. Note C2 is a

sublattice of C1.

In Lemma 1, we provide a characterization of the order completeness proper-

ties of sublattices C1 and C2: 11

Lemma 1 C1 and C2 are countably chain complete.

There are no continuity restrictions placed on the elements of the spaces C1

and C2; rather, only monotonicity and/or measurability requirements. All

issues relating to the continuity of MEDPs are postponed until section 4.

2.2 Dynamic Programming, Lattice Programming, and Monotone Controls

For economies � 2 E, consider a household in state p = (pc; z) 2 P =

K�K� Z; pc = (k;K) 2 K�K; facing an aggregate economy whose dy-

namics are summarized by the function h(S) 2 C1. Let the agent�s investment

choice be denoted by y 2 K: A value function v�(p;h) for the household in

state p; for the law of motion h 2 C1, satis�es the functional equation 12 :

v�(p;h) = sup
y2�(p)

fu(f(k;K; z)� y) + �
Z
v�(y; h(K; z); z0;h)�(z; dz0)g;

where �(p) = fyj0 � y � f(p); y � 0g is the feasible correspondence: The

correspondence �(p) is a nonempty, continuous, compact and convex valued

11 The second appendix of the paper contains all the mathematical terminology used

in the paper relating to order, lattices, and lattice programming.
12All integrals are computed over future realizations of the shock z0 2 Z unless

otherwise stated.
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for economies � 2 E:

To solve this functional equation, de�ne the space of functions

Vc= fv : P!Rjv is (i) bounded and measurable on P, (ii) isotone in pc; each z;
and (iii) continuous in k, for each (K; z)g:

Equip Vc with the C0 uniform metric topology, and the pointwise Euclidean

partial order. Then Vc is both complete metric space and a partially ordered

set (actually a lattice). For h 2 B(S); consider the Bellman operator B(v)

de�ned at v 2 Vc:

B(v)(p;h)= sup
y2�(p)

fu(f(k;K; z)� y) +

�
Z
v(y; h(K; z); z0)�(z; dz0)g: (2)

Lemma 2 provides a existence result for the unique solution to the Bellman

equation in (2):

Lemma 2 For � 2 E; h 2 C1, (i) B(v) � Vc; (ii) there exists a unique

v� 2 Vc satisfying (2). Further, v� is isotone in h; for each p 2 P:

For economies � 2 Em; we can sharpen the characterization in Lemma 2 of

the unique value function v�(p; h). De�ne the space Vmc � Vc to consist of the

functions v 2 Vc that are also jointly isotone in p. Then, for h 2 C2; when

v 2 Vmc; B(v) 2 Vmc for economies � 2 Em. To understand this result; notice

that the dynamic programs in (2) for economies � 2 Em have the additional

properties: (i) the feasible correspondence is isotone in p under set inclusion

(as f(p) is jointly increasing in all its arguments), and (ii) � is stochastically

increasing. Hence, B(v) 2 Vmc when v 2 Vmc: As Vmc � Vc is closed, Vmc is

also a complete metric space under its relative metric topology. Since B(v) is
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an isotone contraction on the space Vmc for economies � 2 Em, B(v) has a

unique �xed point v�m 2 Vmc that satis�es (2), for each h 2 C2:

For economies � 2 E, we now characterize the properties of the optimal

solutions for investment that are associated with unique solution v�(p; h): As

the objective in (2) is not necessarily concave in y; de�ne the optimal solution

correspondence Y �(p; h) for investment associated with v�(p;h) by:

Y �(p;h)= arg sup
y2�(p)

fu(f(k;K; z)� y) +

�
Z
v(y; h(K; z); z0;h)�(z; dz0)g (3)

As an implication of Lemma 2, the optimal solution correspondence Y �(p; h) is

measurable in p for each h 2 C1: 13 The measurability properties of Y �(p; h)

can be used in conjunction with lattice programming arguments to obtain

additional properties of the optimal solutions:A major obstacle to applying

lattice programming to our dynamic programming problem is obtaining su¢ -

cient conditions under which the supermodularity properties of the value func-

tion are preserved under sup operations in the dynamic program in (2): One

method for doing this is found in Topkis (e.g. [64], Theorem 2.7.6). However,

these su¢ cient conditions do not exploit the convex structure of the parameter

space K�K; and, therefore, in our context, will deliver very strong su¢ cient

conditions for preserving supermodularity. We develop a new approach to this

question using generalized nonsmooth envelope theorems. 14

13 Let (X;X) be a measurable space, Y a topological space. A nonempty correspon-

dence F (x) : X ! 2Y is measurable if {x 2 XjF (x) \ Ya 6= ;g � X, for all closed

Ya � Y: Remark 2 in the appendix discusses the measurability of Y �(p; h) in p for

each h 2 C1:
14 For a survey a nonsmooth calculus, see Clarke ([13], chapter 2).
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Let y�u(h)(pc; z) = _Y �(pc; z;h) and y�l (h)(pc; z) = ^Y �(pc; z;h) denote the

greatest and least selection of the optimal solution Y �(p; h): Then, for economies

� 2 E; noting �a denotes the strong set ordering (see appendix), Theorem 3

yields the existence of measurable isotone controls in (k;K); for each (z; h):

Theorem 3 Fix � 2 E , h 2 C1; z 2 Z: Then, (a) the optimal so-

lution correspondence for investment Y �(p;h) : P �C1 ! 2Kn? is non-

empty,measurable, sublattice-valued in each p, and isotone in pc = (k;K) in

the strong set order �a, and (b) the greatest and least selections by y�u(h)(pc; z)

and y�l (h)(pc; z) are measurable in p, and isotone in pc = (k;K); for each

z 2 Z.

For economies � 2 Em, given h 2 C2 , the optimal solution Y �(p;h) : P

�C2 ! 2An? is jointly isotone in p = (k;K; z) in the strong set order �a.

To obtain this result, using arguments similar to those in Theorem 3, one can

additionally show there are increasing di¤erences in the value function v�(p;h)

between (k; z); for each (K;h); for economies � 2 Em. We conclude, therefore,

that for economies � 2 En; the greatest and least selections of Y �(p; h) will

be measurable isotone selections on P for each h 2 C2.

In Theorem 4, for economies � 2 E; we prove the optimal solution Y �(p; h)

is isotone in the strong set order �ain h 2 C1, for �xed p 2 P: Further, the

extremal selections y�u(pc; z;h) and y
�
l (pc; z;h) are order continuous transfor-

mations of the space C1. 15

15 For a partially ordered set (C;�); an operator g : C ! C is order continuous

if for any countable subchain Cn � C; supn _ g(Cn) = supn g(_Cn) (dually, if

infn ^ g(Cn) = infn g(^Cn)):Note that an order continuous operator is necessarily

isotone.
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With this, we have ;

Theorem 4 Let � 2 E; h 2 C1: Then, (a) for �xed p 2 P; the optimal

solution correspondence Y �(p; h) : C1 ! 2An? is isotone in h in the strong

set order �a; (b) the selections y�u(h)(p) and y�l (h)(p) are isotone operators on

C1; and (c) y�u(h)(p) and y
�
l (h)(p) are order continuous on C1:

3 Existence of Markovian Equilibrium Decision Processes

We are now prepared to prove the existence of Markovian equilibrium for

economies � 2 E. We �rst de�ne an operator whose �xed points are MEDPs.

This operator is de�ned using extremal selections of the optimal solutions

Y �(p; h) in (2), along an �equilibrium�trajectories for the economy (i.e, when

k = K). That is, in (2), for any h 2 C1, consider the mapping T_(h)(p) =

y�u(h)(pc; z) and T
^(h)(p) = y�l (h)(pc; z): From Theorems 3 and 4, these two

operators are well-de�ned. Further, in this case, T^(h)(p) � T_(h)(p); for each

h 2 C1:

We state a result concerning the existence of least �xed points of order con-

tinuous operators

Proposition 5 (Dugundji and Granas, [26], Theorem 4.2). Let (C,�) be a

Poset, and g(x):C! C be order continuous. Assume that there exists an ele-

ment b2 C such that (i) b � g(b); and (ii) every countable chain in C has

a supremum. Then the set of �xed points of g(x) is nonempty. Moreover,

x� = supn g
n(b) is a �xed point, with x� the in�mium of the set of �xed points

of g(x) in {xjb� xg:
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Given Theorems 3 and 4, using Proposition 5, we obtain our main result on

the existence and computation of extremal MEDPs for economies � 2 E:

Theorem 6 For economies in � 2 E; the extremal MEDP can be computed

by successive approximation from the upper and lower solutions f(K;K; z) =

_C1 and 0=^C1; respectively. That is, supnT_(f)(p) = h�_; and infnT^(0)(p) =

h�^:

We remark that the existence of least and greatest MEDPs in our context

can be obtained without order continuity via generalized iterations. (e.g.,

see Heikkilä [32]). We only use order continuity to obtain least and great-

est MEDPs via successive approximations indexed on the natural numbers

N (instead of the ordinal numbers or well-ordered subsets of chains as in

Heikkilä�s work).

In previous work concerning the existence of MEDPs in stochastic one-sector

models, it has been assumed that the shock process � is denumerable (for

example, see Coleman [15] and Greenwood and Hu¤man [30]). Indeed, in this

work, this assumption is essential to establish any existence result. For this

special case of denumerable shocks that has been considered in the existing

literature, we obtain a stronger characterization of the set of MEDP. In par-

ticular, we show the set of MEDPs form a complete lattice.

To see this, de�ne C0
1 to be the space of functions h 2 C1; but without the

measurability requirements for h(K; z) (as in the denumerable shock case,

measurability of a MEDP is immediate). Give C
0
1 the standard pointwise or-

dering. It follows directly from the proof of Lemma 1 that for any subset

A � C
0
1; _A 2 C

0
1 and ^A 2 C

0
1: Hence, C

0
1 is a complete lattice. Consider
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h 2 C0
1; and let the correspondence T (h)(p) = Y

�(p;h): Denote the economies

in E with the shocks denumerable by �0: Then, the operator T (h)(p) for such

economies is characterized as follows

Lemma 7 For economies �0 2 E , the correspondence T (h) : C
0
1 ! 2C

0
1n?

is isotone in the strong set order on C
0
1. Further, for each h 2 C

0
1; T (h) � C

0
1

is a nonempty complete sublattce in the pointwise order.

The next proposition generalizes the classic result of Tarski ([63], Theorem 1)

to the case of isotone correspondences in the strong set order. The result is

due to Veinott ([66], Chapter 4, Theorem 14).

Proposition 8 Veinott ([66]). Let (X; �a) be a complete lattice, and let

G(x) : X!2Xn? be isotone in the strong set order �a, nonempty, closed, and

sublatticed valued in x: Let '�G denote the set of �xed points of G(x): Then,

'�G is a nonempty, complete lattice.

For economies �0 2 E, in addition to the results of Theorem 6, we have a

stronger characterization of MEDPs:

Theorem 9 For �0 2 E, the set of MEDPs '�T (�0) is a nonempty, complete

lattice in C
0
1:

We conclude this section with a few remarks. First, for economies �0 2 Em

(i.e., economies inEm that also have shock processes that are denumerable), let

C0
2 consist of the h 2 C2 without the measurability requirements. Then, using

the results of Theorems 3 and 4, a modi�cation of the argument in Theorems

6 and 9 show MEDPs are in the space C2 or C
0
2. That is, the set of MEDPs is

a complete lattice in C0
2; and greatest and least jointly isotone MEDPs are in
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C2 can be obtained via the successive approximations as de�ned in Theorem

6 for the general shock case.

Second, given the results reported in Heikkilä and Re¤ett [33], constructing

elements of the �xed point correspondence in Theorem 9 can be made opera-

tional without any appeal to the axiom of choice. In particular, the extremal

selections of the �xed point correspondence can be approximated using a gen-

eralized iterative method (indexed on countable sets), as suggested in Heikkilä

and Lakshmikanthan ([34], Lemma 1.1.1 and Lemma 1.1.7).

Finally, in a companion paper (Datta, et. al [23]), equilibrium comparative

statics with respect to the space of production functions F , the discount

rate �; and the period utility function u are provided. We brie�y mention one

particularly important result using a partial order on production functions F

involving �gradient monotonicity� conditions. Consider an following partial

order on the space of technologies F : for �xed (K; z); f 0 �F f when f 0(p)�

f(p) is increasing in k, with f 0 � f = 0; when k = 0; p = (k;K; z) 2 P; P

compact. For �xed (K; z); the two production functions are ordered if (i) their

"levels" in k are ordered, for all (K; z) , and (ii) their gradient �elds (or private

marginal products) are ordered in k; for all (K; z). Observe for �xed (K; z): (a)

(F;�F ) is a partially order space (as antisymmetry follows as f 2 F vanishes at

zero), (b) f 0 �F f implies f 0(p) � f(p), for all p, and (c) f 0 �F f implies that

the gradients @kf 0(p) � @kf (p) are pointwise ordered in the Euclidean order.

What is shown is that economies with "higher" marginal products of capital

possess MEDPs that strong-set ordered "higher" in investment/consumption

ratios, and possess stochastically "higher" Stationary Markov equilibrium. See

[23] for the details.
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4 The Continuity of Markovian Equilibrium Decision Processes

In Section 3, conditions for the existence of measurable MEDPs and monotone

measurable MEDPs are provide. We now consider the continuity properties

of MEDPs for economies � 2 E. In particular, we provide conditions for

extremal MEDPs to be: (i) di¤erentiable, (ii) locally Lipschitz continuous,

(iii) continuous, and (iv) semicontinuous. In distinguishing these situations,

double cardinal complementarities plays a key role. Therefore, we �rst discuss

this idea in our context.

4.1 Double Cardinal Complementarities in Equilibrium

The use of dynamic �double cardinal complementarities�was introduced in

the work of Granot and Veinott [29] and Curtat [18] as a method for proving

conditions for the existence of Lipschitz continuous selections in parameterized

optimization problems. We extend these ideas to identify su¢ cient conditions

for the existence of continuous MEDPs for economies � 2 E.

The dynamic program in (2), at v� 2 Vc , exhibits (strict) double cardinal com-

plementarities in equilibrium if, for any �xed h 2 C1; the objective function

U(c; y;K;K; z; h) along an equilibrium trajectory,

Uv�(a;K;K; z; h) = u(f(K;K; z)� a) + �
Z
v�(a; h(K; z); z0)�(z; dz0)

and the feasible correspondence �(K;K; z) satis�es the following two prop-

erties: (i) U has increasing di¤erences in (a ;K;K) on K�K�K; for each

(z; h); when the control is either a = y or a = f(k;K; z)� y; (ii) the feasible

correspondence �(p) is ascending in (k;K); in the strong set order, for each
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z 2 Z.

The interpretation of double cardinal complementarities in equilibrium is that

along an equilibrium trajectory, for h 2 C1; the agent�s dynamic program in

(2) has increasing di¤erences in (a; k;K) for k = K when the control a is

either investment (a = y) or consumption (a = f � y) . When this condition

holds, both consumption and investment decisions are strong set order isotone

in (k;K); for each z, for k = K. If the production function is continuously

di¤erentiable jointly in (k;K), then double cardinal complementarities in equi-

librium will imply that for the optimal solutions for investment Y �(p; h); the

extremal selections _Y �(p; h) and ^Y �(p; h) are locally Lipschitz in K (as well

as being pointwise bounded).

To make our discussion of continuity of MEDPs in this section more concrete,

we begin by identifying three classes of economies of particular interest. Denote

by Ec � E the class of economies � 2 E where f(k;K; z) concave in k; for

each (K; z): Next, denote by Edc the class of economies where (i) f 2 F is

jointly C2; strictly concave in k for each (K; z), f1(K;K; z) is decreasing in

K for each z; (ii) u(c) is C2 and concave, and (iii) � satis�es the conditions

for economies � 2 E: Notice for economies in Edc; we do not require Inada

conditions (i.e., we do not require limc!0 u
0(c)!1): Note, many economies

in Edc that are not included in [15] and [30]. For example, economies in Edc do

not require equilibrium consumption c�(K;K; z) to be interior. Finally, denote

by Esc � Ec the economies such that : (i) u and f are C2, (ii) the composition

u(f(k;K; z) � k0) of u and f is strictly concave (and, therefore, for the one

sector case strongly concave in (k; k0) for each K in the sense of Santos [56]),

and (iii) f 1(K;K; z) is strictly decreasing inK: Notice, for economies � 2 Esc;

we do require Inada conditions.
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4.2 Semicontinuous Markovian Equilibrium

We are now prepared to discuss the existence of semicontinuous Markov-

ian equilibrium. Consider the set of economies Ec � E. We �rst note that

these economies do not possess double cardinal complementarity properties

in equilibrium. To see this, for these economies, �rst consider the special case

of interior MEDPs (e.g., consider economies for which u(c) satis�es the In-

ada condition), and for convenience restrict the shock process � to be denu-

merable. Following Coleman [15], consider the parameter space Cc = fh :

K � Z ! K, h(K;K; z) 2 [0; f(K;K; z)]; 0 � h(K2; K2; z) � h(K1; K1; z) �

f(K2; K2; z)�f(K1; K1; z); K2 � K1, z 2 Zg of candidate Markov equilibrium

points.

Now, de�ne an Euler-equation operator as in Coleman [15]. For economies� 2

Ec, the necessary (but not su¢ cient) equilibrium Euler equation associated

with (2), can be written as the optimal solutions Y �(K;K; z;h) : 16 :

Z(x;K; z; h) = u0(f(K;K; z)� Y �)� �
Z
u0(f(Y �; h(K; z0); z0)�

Y �(Y �; h(K; z); z
0
)) � f1(Y �; h(K; z); z0)�(z; dz0) = 0 (4)

where Z is an equilibrium version of the household�s Euler inclusion. 17 By

de�nition, h is a MEDP if the selection h(K;K; z) 2 Y �(K;K; z; h):

16 See Amir, Mirman, and Perkins [3], Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 for a proof of the existence

of this Euler equation for the case of interior solutions.
17We note, in Amir, Mirman, and Perkins [3], they provide the Euler inclusion for

their problem is an standard Euler equation. An adaption of their argument works

in our case also given the Inada condition.
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De�ne the operator

T c(h)(K; z)= fy(K; z; h) 2 Y C�(K;K; z; h);
y(K; z; h) isotone in K; each zg:

Here Y C�(K;K; z; h) = fyjZ(y;K; z; h) = 0; h > 0;= f else} is the set of

roots in (4). Y C� is nonempty, upper semicontinuous correspondence, for each

(K;K; z; h); and, the operator T c(h) is well de�ned (as there exists an isotone

selection with the properties that de�ne T c(h)): However, for economies � 2

Ec; operator T c(h) fails to transformCc. In particular, for any isotone selection

for investment T c(h) in Y C�; the implied consumption decision, c(K; z; h) =

f � T c(h), need not be isotone in K, for each z: This implies the lack of

double cardinal complementarities in equilibrium for this economy. This loss

of equilibrium consumption monotonicity in K appears to be at the heart

of the examples provided in [57] concerning the nonexistence of continuous

MEDPs in nonoptimal economies.

For economies � 2 Ec, there does exist greatest and least measurable MEDPs

that are additionally upper-semicontinuous in the per-capita capital stock. To

see this, de�ne the space C3 = fh 2 C1; h upper semicontinuous in K, for

each zg � B(S). The space C3 is countably chain complete when endowed

with the pointwise partial order ( [22], Theorem 1). Fix h 2 C3. In (2), the

maximal selection for the optimal investment correspondence T_(h)(K; z) =

_Y �(K;K; z; h) is upper-semicontinuous in K for each z. 18 Further note (i)

18 From Lemma 2, by the maximum theorem, v�(k;K; z; h) is jointly upper semi-

continuous in (k;K); for each (z; h). Further, it is isotone in (k;K). Therefore,

v�(K;K; z; h) is right-continuous in K. ( Dutta, et. al, [25], footnote 9). Also, from

Theorem 3, T_(h)(p) is isotone in (k;K) for each (z; h) (in particular, when k = K):

Therefore, modifying a standard argument, T_(h)(K;K; z) is right-continuous in K
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C3 is subcomplete in C1; and (ii) when the operator T_(h) is restricted to

the space C3, T_(h) remains order continuous: Hence, as T_(h) is an or-

der continuous transformation of the countably chain complete Poset C3, by

Proposition 5, T_(h) has (i) a nonempty set of �xed points in C3, and (ii)

successive approximations supnT _(f) = h�u and infnT
_(0) = h�l , where h

�
u

(h�l ) is the greatest (least) isotone, measurable, upper semicontinuous MEDP

in C3.

Finally, when the shocks are denumerable as in [15], the measurability re-

quirements in C3 can be dropped. The resulting space, say C
0
3 , is a complete

lattice. In this case, using arguments similar to those in Theorem 9, the set

of MEDPs for economie � 2 Ec are a complete lattice of functions that are

each upper semicontinuous and isotone in K; for each z 2 Z, and pointwise

bounded.

4.3 Lipschitz Continuous Markovian Equilibrium

We next consider MEDPs for economies � 2 Edc . Recall, for this class of

economies, f (k;K; z) is strictly concave in its �rst argument, and f1(K;K; z)

is decreasing inK; for each z. For such economies, the value function in (2) will

additionally be strictly concave in k: This implies that the Euler inequality

(in equilibrium) is both necessary and su¢ cient for the existence of a MEDP.

For these economies, we can sharpen characterization of the least MEDP in

Theorem 6 and 9.

for each z 2 Z ([62], Lemma II.5). Therefore, T_(h)(K;K; z) is upper semicontinu-

ous in K; for each z 2 Z.
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Theorem 10 For � 2 Edc, h 2 Cc; the least �xed point of '�T (�) can be

computed by successive approximations from 0=^Cc. If the shocks are de-

mumerable, then the convergence is uniform.

In previous work, all the existence results depend critically on the shock

process being denumerable (e.g., [15] and [30]), and the presence of strong in-

teriority conditions. In Theorem 10, we allow for more general shock processes,

and we dispense with the Inada condition. Also, note that that as each ele-

ment of Cc is locally (globally) Lipschitiz in K if the production function f

2 F is locally (globally) Lipschitz in (k;K); for each z. Therefore, Theorem 10

generalizes the Clarke di¤erentability result obtained by Montrucchio [46] to

single sector nonoptimal economies without appealing to the strong boundary

and concavity conditions used in his paper. As the proof indicates, what is

important is that for economies � 2 Edc; the dynamic programs associated

with the value functions Bn(v0)(p) along equilibrium trajectories have double

cardinal complementarities (so both investment and consumption in equilib-

rium are increasing in K when k = K):Further, in general, the operators we

use need note be in general pseudo-concave and/or k0�monotone: 19 Hence,

we cannot expect unique MEDPs within the class Cc for the economies � 2

Edc. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Theorem 10 does not require the

complementarity assumption I:E:(iv) used to de�ne economies � 2 E. There-

fore, our methods provide results even outside the class of economies in E if

we make some additional concavity assumptions on production and the size

of the equilibrium distortion:

19 See Coleman [15][17] for de�nitions of pseudo-concavity and k0�monotone, as

well as discussions of the usefulness of these concepts.
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4.4 Smooth Markovian Equilibrium

Finally, we consider su¢ cient conditions under which there exists a unique

Markovian equilibrium that is continuously di¤erentiable. The method in San-

tos [56] directly applies. By Theorem 10, the set of economies Esc � Ec has

both greatest and least MEDPs inCc. Actually, for this subclass of economies,

this MEDP in Cc is unique. (See [17]) This unique MEDP is also once-

continuously di¤erentiable.

To see this, in (2), when v0 = 0; the equilibrium value function isB(v0)(p; h�0) =

u(f�h�0)(p), where equilibrium investment is h�0 = 0 (which is once-continously

di¤erentiable): Iterating on (2) (and following the proof of Theorem 10), when

k = K;

Bn(v0)(K;K; z; ~h
�
n�1)= sup

y2[0;f(p)]
fu(f(K;K; z)� y) +

�
Z
Bn�1v0(y; ~h

�
n�1(K;K; z); z

0)Q(z; dz0)g:

Here, h�n�1(K;K; z) is the (unique) n � 1 period MEDP for investment that

is once-continuously di¤erentiable, and Bn�1(v0; ~h�n�1) is the value function

along this equilibrium trajectory ~h�n�1; ~h
�
n�1 = (h

�
0; h

�
1; :::; h

�
n�1) that is twice

continuously di¤erentiable (this is true, by example, from the implicit function

theorem. See the discussion in [56]). The optimal equilibrium policy T̂ n(0) =

T̂ (h�n�1) = y
�
n(p; h

�
n�1) is

20

y�n(p; h
�
n�1)= arg max

y2[0:f(p)]
fu(f(K;K; z)� y) +

�
Z
Bn�1v0(y; ~h

�
n�1(K;K; z); z

0)Q(z; dz0)g:

20We use y�n(p; h
�
n�1) to denote the optimal solutions for investment are single-

valued because of the strict concavity of the objective in Bellman�s equation:
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Then, limn!1T̂
n(0) converges to the unique element of the �xed point cor-

respondence 'Tn(�) : Cc ! Cc for economies � 2 Esc:(See [17] for this

uniqueness result.)

To show that the unique �xed point is once continuously di¤erentiable in K,

notice that for �nite n, we are generating a sequence of C2 value functions

Bn(v0)(K;K; z; ~h
�
n�1) for a "modi�ed planner" and associated C

1 equilibrium

decision rules T̂ n(0): Following Santos [56] and Santos and Vigo [59], for an

economy n periods from the terminal date, associate at all interior (K;K; z)

along an equilibrium trajectory of Bn(v0)(K;K; z; ~h�n�1), a quadratic deci-

sion problem pointwise that has linear decision rules @T̂n(0)(K;K;z)
@K

that cor-

respond pointwise to the derivatives pointwise of the unique MEDP T̂ n(h�0)

(K;K; z) . All the conditions to apply the construction in [56] and [59] are

now in place as we have rewritten the equilibrium problem is a "modi�ed"

planner�s problem along equilibrium trajectories for the capital stock, k = K.

Therefore, a n!1; we know T̂ n(h�0)! h� , and additionally the linear deci-

sion rules @T̂
n(0)(K;K;z)
@K

converge the C1 uniform topology to the derivatives of

limnT̂
n(h�0)! h� by series of lemmata in [56] (Lemmata 3.2 -3.8) and the main

theorem in [59]. Hence, the unique MEDP in Cc is actually once-continuously

di¤erentiable.

4.5 Examples

We conclude with a series of examples that encompass our results on the

continuity of Markovian equilibrium. For simplicity, we study a stochastic
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version of Romer [54] (restricting attention to the case of bounded growth). 21

Example 1 Let u(c) = c; f(k;K; z) = fzk�K!i, � 2 (0; 1); !i 2 (0; 1] for i =

1; 2; � +!1 > 1 for some subset of positive measure (k;K) 2 K1 � K�K; �+

!2 � 1 otherwise; z 2 Z a countable set}. This economy does not have double

cardinal complementarities in equilibrium. For this case, the value function

v� that satis�es (2) is strictly concave in k, for each (K; z; h) (see Stokey,

et. al. [61], Theorem 9.8). Denote the optimal solution for investment in (2)

by the function y�(k;K; z; h): In (2), there are increasing di¤erences between

(y; k;K) for each (z,h), but not double increasing di¤erences in (f � y; k;K);

for each (z; h): Therefore c�(k;K; z; h) = f � y� is not necessarily strong set

order increasing jointly in (k;K) for each z when k = K: To construct the

set of Markovian equilibrium, as the shocks are denumerable, let h 2 C 0
3: By

Theorem 3;the optimal solution for investment y�(p; h) is isotone in (k;K)

when k = K, for each (z; h). By Theorem 4, y�(p; h) is order continuous in

h for each (k;K; z). As the shock process is denumerable, by Theorem 9, the

set of Markovian equilibrium '�T is a complete lattice. Further, by Theorem

6, the extremal MEDPs can be computed by successive approximation from

_C 0
3 and ^C

0
3: If, in addition, f is upper semicontinuous in K for each (k; z);

then by the discussion in section 4.2, the set of Markovian equilibrium '�T is

a complete lattice of isotone, upper semicontinuous investment policies.

Example 2 Consider the economy in Example 1 except that: f(k;K; z) =

fzk�K!, � 2 (0; 1); ! 2 (0; 1]; � + ! � 1 for all (k;K) 2 K�Kg. Let

h 2 Cc: Then by the arguments presented in Section 4.3, there are double

21Many of our results on MEDPs can be generalized to environments with un-

bounded endogeneous growth (noting that C1 and C2 remain complete lattices

even if K=R+ and Z is not compact). See Morand and Re¤ett [49].
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cardinal complementarities in equilibrium for the objective in (2) at the �xed

point v�(p; h). Therefore, by Theorem 10, the maximal and minimal selections

of Y �(K;K; z;h) are Lipschitz continuous isotone selections in K ( as the

production function is locally Lipschitzian), and order continuous operators

on Cc . As the shocks are denumerable, by Theorem 9, the set of Markovian

equilibrium is a complete lattice of locally Lipschitz continuous (and, therefore,

Clarke di¤erentiable) Markovian equilibrium. By Theorem 6, the greatest and

least MEDPs can be computed by successive approximations from _Cc and

^Cc, and by Theorem 10 the least MEDP is locally Lipschitz.

Example 3 Consider the example in Example 2 but with: (a) isoelastic pref-

erences (e.g, u(c) is CES), and (b) f(k,K,z) has the restriction : �+! < 1. This

economy has double cardinal complementarities in equilibrium. It also has the

strong interiority conditions needed to obtain smooth MEDPs. That is, by an

argument in Coleman [17], the set of Markovian equilibrium in this example

is a singleton. Using our application of arguments in Santos [56] developed in

section 4.4, this unique Markovian equilibrium is, in fact, continuously di¤er-

entiable in K, each z.

Example 1 is related to a collection of examples discussed in Santos [57]

concerning the nonexistence of continuous Markovian equilibrium. For these

economies, although equilibrium points are not continuous, they do form a

complete lattice of semi-continuous Markov equilibrium and are monotone in

K (and with more general shocks, by Theorem 6 least and greatest MEDPs

exist).
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Example 2 shows that our methods di¤er from the existing monotone map

methods, even in the "concave" or "classical" case. Notice that for this exam-

ple, we show there exist Lipschitz continuous Markovian equilibrium extremal

selections. Moreover, the successive approximation algorithm introduced in

Coleman [15] is extended to Euler equation problems with inequality con-

straints.

Observe that only Example 3 can be studied using Coleman�s methods. Al-

though Coleman�s methods apply, our methods can be used to provide a

stronger result; namely, that the unique Markovian equilibrium is also con-

tinuously di¤erentiable. This is because our value function iteration method

produces a sequence of "modi�ed" Negishi-like problems where the results of

Santos[56] can be applied. The methods in Santos [58] can also be applied to

provide the basis for evaluating numerical solutions to this class of competi-

tive economies where the second welfare theorem does not hold (as we have

reduced the problem of existence and computation of MEDPs to a problem of

approximating the solutions to a sequence of stationary dynamic programming

problems).

5 Appendix 1: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1

Proof: We prove C2 is countably chain complete. That C1 is countably chain

complete follows a similar argument.

Consider any subset H � C2 � B. For any (K; z) 2 K�Z, and for all h in H,
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0 � h(K; z) � f(K; z) which implies that 0 � h(K; z) � suph2H h � f(K; z).

Consider (K; z) � (K 0; z0) in the pointwise order sense. For all h in H,

h(K; z) � h(K 0; z0) which implies that suph2Hh(K; z) � suph2H h(K
0; z0).

Then, given the pointwise ordering onC2; the function hu(K; z) = suph2H h(K; z)

is the least upper bound of H; that is, hu = _H. This is true in particular if

H 0 � H is a countable subchain in B.

Now, consider any countable subset H 0 � C2: The, both _H 0 2 C2 and

^H 0 2 C2 are measurable ( [31],Theorem 20.A).

Therefore, C2 is countably chain complete in B.�

Remark 1 C1 and C2 are �� complete lattices. If Z is denumerable, and in

the de�nition of C1 and C2 we can delete all measurability requirements on

their elements, and the resulting spaces, say C0
1 and C

0
2 , are complete lattices.

Proof of Lemma 2

Proof: (i): Fix � 2 E; h 2 C1; and consider v 2 Vc: Noting h 2 C1 is

real-valued and measurable, for v 2 Vc; the objective in (2) is continuous in

y, and measurable in p; for each h 2 C1: 22 Therefore, the objective in (2)

is a Carathéodory function. As feasible correspondence �(p) is continuous,

nonempty, compact and convex valued in p2 P (and, therefore, measurable (

[12], Corollary III.3)), K is a Polish space (i.e., a complete separable metric

22 It is well-known that the composition of two measurable functions f and g is not

necessarily measurable. However, if E is a Borel measurable space, and f(x1; x2) :

R2 ! R; gi(e) : E ! R for i = 1; 2 are each Borel measurable, then the composition

h(e) = f(g1(e); g2(e)) is Borel measurable on E. For more discussion, see [6].
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space), and the shocks � satisfy the Feller property, then measurable maximum

theorem applies ( [1], Theorem 17.18). Therefore, B(v)(p) is (i) continuous in

its �rst argument, and (ii) jointly measurable in p, for each h 2 C1:

Fix h 2 C1: For economies � 2 E; (i) u(c) and f(k;K; z) are isotone in c and

(k;K; z); respectively, and (ii) the feasible correspondence is expanding under

set inclusion in (k;K); each z. Hence, for each h 2 C1; B(v)(p) is isotone in

the natural order in pc = (k;K) 2 K�K: Further, as v is also isotone in pc;

for each z, and the shocks are stochastically increasing, B(v) is also isotone

in h for each p: Therefore, B(v)(p) 2 Vc:

(ii) As the operator B(v) is monotone on Vc and discounts at modulus �;

and Vc is a complete metric space, Blackwell�s conditions for a contraction

apply. Therefore, B(v) is a monotone contraction on Vc; the operator B(v)

has a unique value function v�(p;h) 2 Vc that satis�es (2), for each h 2 C1.

Moreover, the optimal solution Y �(p; h) de�ned in (3) attains the supremum

in (2):�

Remark 2 An implication of the Measurable Maximum theorem, as applied

in Lemma 2, is that the set of optimizers Y �(p; h) is measurable in p; for each

h 2 C1:([1], Theorem 17.18). This fact is used in the proof of Theorem 3(b).

We now mention some useful facts before proving Theorem 3. First, consider

the function f(x; y) : [a; b] � [a; b] ! R with its domain given the natural

product order. Denote the left directional derivative (right directional deriv-

ative) of f in x at (x; y) 2 (a; b] � [a; b] (when the limit exists) by f1(x�; y)

(f1(x+; y)). We now provide a useful result
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Lemma 11 Assume the left derivative f1(x�; y) is continuous and increasing

in y: Then, f is supermodular in (x; y) on [a; b]� [a; b]:

Proof. If the left derivative f1(x�; y) is increasing in y, then y0 � y implies

f1(x; y
0) � f1(x; y) (since f1(x+; y) = f1(x�; y) = f1(x; y) almost everywhere).

As for any a < � � � < b, we have:

f(�; y0)� f(�; y0) =
Z �

�
f1(t; y

0)dt

�Z �

�
f1(t; y)dt= f(�; y)� f(�; y):

By continuity, the inequality can be extended to � = a and � = b. This

establishes the desired supermodularity.�

Supermodularity is closed under pointwise limits ([64], Lemma 2.6.1 and Corol-

lary 2.6.1). Also, let x 2 X � R; X compact, �X the interior of X: Let ffn(x)g

be a sequence of functions converging pointwise to f(x) on X; with each fn(x)

locally lipschitz near x 2 �X with modulus M > 0 on a neighborhood N(x).

Then, f is Lipschitz near x with modulus M on N(x). Indeed, the sequence

ffn(x)g forms an equicontinuous collection at each x:

We �rst prove Lemma 13 which is used directly in the proof of Theorem 3

Lemma 12 For � 2 E; h 2 C1; the unique function v�(p; h) : P �C1 ! R

that satis�es equation (2) is (a) supermodular in (k;K); for each z, and (b)

locally Lipschitz continuous near k 2 �K ,for each p:
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Proof: Fix h 2 C1, and suppressed it from the notation for the remainder

of the proof. Recall by Lemma 2, the unique solution to (2) is a function

v� : P �C1 ! R 2 Vc: To prove the additional properties of v�(p), �rst note

optimal solutions Y �(p) are interior by a standard argument (as for economies

� 2 E , we have limc!0u
0(c) =1). In this case, the left and right directional

derivative of v� with respect to its �rst argument k exist everywhere for each

(K; z) ([3], lemma 3.3). Hence, v�(p) is locally Lipschitz near k 2 _K; property

(b).

Consider K 0 � K. De�ne cmax = f � ^Y �: If cmax(k;K 0) � cmax(k;K); then

v�1(k
�; K 0; z) � v�1(k�; K; z); since f1 is increasing in its second argument and

u concave. By Lemma 11, v�(p) is supermodular on (k;K); for each z:

Therefore, assume cmax(k;K 0; z) > cmax(k;K; z). Then, as the selection ^Y �(p)

is increasing in its second argument, 0 � cmax(k;K
0; z) � cmax(k;K; z) �

f(k;K 0; z)� f(k;K; z): This implies, by assumption 1:E , that for economies

� 2 E; v�1(k�; K 0; z) � v�1(k
�; K; z). Thus, v�1(k

�; K; z) is increasing in its

second argument and v�(p) is supermodular in (k;K); for each z. This proves

property (a):�

We remark, from the initial function v0 = 0; the Bellman�s operator B(v)

recursively generates a sequence fBn(v0)(p)g1n=0 of functions. Each function

in this sequence is supermodular in (k;K); for each z. Moreover, by Lemma

2, this sequence converges uniformly on P to a unique value function v� 2 Vc.

As supermodularity is preserved under pointwise limits, the limit v�(p) is

supermodular in (k;K); for each z.
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Proof of Theorem 3

Proof: (a) Since (i) h 2 C1 is isotone inK; (ii) v� is supermodular in (k;K); for

each (z; h), and (iii) � is stochastically increasing;
R
v�(y; h(k; z); z0)Q(z; dz0)

has increasing di¤erences in (y; k;K); for each (z; h). Therefore, the objective

in (2) has increasing di¤erences in (y; k;K); for each (z; h). Noting the feasible

correspondence is sublatticed-valued for each p, by ([64], Theorem 2.8.1), the

optimal solution Y � : P � C1(S) ! 2A is ascending in pc = (k;K) in the

strong set order, for each (z; h).

As an implication of Lemma 2, Y �(p; h) is measurable in p; for each h 2 C1:

(See Remark 2).

(b): Noting that the controls are one dimensional, and Y �(p; h) is compact-

valued, subchained-valued in p; for each h ([66], Chapter 7, Corollary 6). More-

over, by ([64], Theorem 2.8.3), the extremal selections, y�u and y
�
l , are isotone

mappings from Pc ! K; for each h 2 C1, and z 2 Z.

As Y �(p; h) is measurable in p; for each h; it possesses a Castaing representa-

tion (i.e., for each h 2 C1, the correspondence Y �(p; h) = clfyn(p;h)jn 2 Ng,

for all p 2 P; yn(p;h) measurable in p). ([12], Theorem III.7). Given that

Y �(p; h) is subchained-valued, for each (p; h); by a result in Van Zandt [65], the

extremal selections, _Y � and ^Y �; are measurable in p; for each h 2 C1. 23�

23Van Zandt ([65], lemma 5 and corollary 3) shows that if F : X ! Y; (X;X) is

a measurable space, Y a compact metric lattice, F a measurable correspondence

with values that are non-empty, topologically closed, and sublattices, then for each

x 2 Y; _F (x) and ^F (x) exist in F and are measurable on X .
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Proof of Theorem 4

Proof: To prove parts (a) and (b), we use a recursive argument. Fix h 2 C1:

By Theorem 3, the sequence of value functions {Bn(v0)(p; h)g1n=0 from v0 = 0

has the following properties:

(a) each element of the sequence is bounded, Lipschitz near k 2 �K; for each

(K; z), increasing and supermodular on K�K; for each z, and

(b) fBn(v0)(p; h)g ! v�h(p); uniformly, on P for each h; where v�h(p) is used

to denote the dependence of v�(p) in (2) on h 2 C1:

Recall from (2), v�h satis�es

v�h(p) = max
y2[0;f(p)]

fu(f(p)� y) + �
Z
v�h(y; h(K; z); z

0)Q(z; dz0)g;

We prove v�h has increasing di¤erences between (k;h); for each p 2 P:

Let v0 = 0: Then v1h = B(v0)(p) = u(f(p)) has (i) increasing di¤erences in

(k;K;h) for each z (as it is supermodular in (k;K); for each z, and independent

of h):This is true, in particular, when K is �xed.

Assume vn�1h (p) = Bn�1(v0)(p) has property (i). Then, vnh =

sup
y2[0;f(p)]

u(f(p)� y) + �
Z
vn�1h (y; h(K; z); z0)Q(z; dz0)

As vn�1h (p) has increasing di¤erences in (k;K;h); � is stochastically increasing,

therefore,
R
vn�1h (y; h(K; z); z0)Q(z; dz0) has increasing di¤erences in (y;K;h);

for each z. Let Y �n(p; h) denote the argmax for this n-period problem. We

have: (i) Y �n(p; h) is ascending in the strong set order in (K;h), for each z,

([64], Theorem 2.8.1). Therefore, for �xed p, (ii) the correspondence c�n(p; h) :=
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f(p)� Y �n(p; h) is descending in the strong set order in h;for each p 2 P (as

the feasible correspondence is independent of h): 24 Further, by ([64], Theorem

2.8.3), for each p 2 P; the extremal selections _hY �n and ^hY �n are isotone

functions in h. Therefore, the associated extremal selections for consumption

_h(f �Y �n) = _hc�n and ^h(f �Y �n) = ^hc�n are antitone functions in h; for

each p 2 P. Using the envelope result in Theorem 3, as c�n(p; h) is descending

in (k;K; h); and u(c) concave, therefore, vnp has increasing di¤erences between

(k;K;h); for each p 2 P: This is true, in particular, when K is �xed.

By Theorem 3, v�h(p) is supermodular in (k;K), for each (z; h). Further, as

increasing di¤erences is closed under pointwise limits, by the recursive argu-

ment above, v�h(p) has increasing di¤erences in (k;K;h) for each z: Hence, at

v�h(p), the right side of Bellman�s equation in (2) has increasing di¤erences

between (y; k;K; h); for each z: Therefore, at v�h(p); by ([64], Theorem 2.8.1

and 2.8.3), the optimal solutions Y �(p; h) in (2) are ascending in the strong

set order (k;K; h), and the correspondence c�(p; h) = f �Y � is, therefore, de-

scending in the strong set order in (k;K; h). This is true, in particular, when

p is �xed. Finally, the extremal selections _hY � and ^hY � are isotone selec-

tions in (k;K; h). This is true, in particular, when p is �xed. This implies that

that associated extremal selections for consumption _h(f � Y �) = _hc� and

^h(f � Y �) = ^hc� are antitone functions in h, for �xed p 2 P. That proves

(a) and (b).

For (c), we show that T^(h)(p) is order continuous. A similar argument shows

T_(h)(p) is order continuous.

24Here, descending in the strong set order in h means ascending in the strong set

order in h 2 H when H is given the dual pointwise partial order.
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Let

Uv�
h
(y; p; h) = u(f(p)� y) + �

Z
v�h(y; h(k; z); z

0)Q(z; dz0)

Let fhngn2N be a countable chain in C1. Then, as C1 is countably chain

complete, hn " ^fhngn2N = h^ in C1. 25 As sup and inf operations in C1 are

pointwise continuous, hn ! h^; pointwise in p: Let Y �n = Y �(p; hn) denote

the optimal solution in (2) at hn 2 C1; and let y^n = ^hY �n (p): By Theorem

4(a), for fhngn2N ; {Y �n gn2N is an increasing sequence of correspondences in

the strong set order �a. By Theorem 4(b), the extremal selections fy^ngn2N are

an increasing sequence of functions on C1: As C1 is countably chain complete,

^{y^ngn2N = y� 2 C1:

We now show y� 2 Y �(p; h^): By Theorem 2, Uv� is continuous in its �rst argu-

ment (and, actually, Lipschitz near y 2 �K, for each (K; z)): By Theorem 4(b),

Uv�
h
is isotone in h, and has increasing di¤erences between (y; k;K; h); for each

p: In particular, Uv�
h
has increasing di¤erences in (y;h); for each p:By the de-

�nition of Y �(p; hn); for any y 2 �(p); Uv�
hn
(y; p; hn) � Uv�

hn
(y^n ; p; hn): By the

isotonicity of v�h in h, Uv�hn (y
^
n ; p; hn) � Uv�h^ (y

^
n ; p; h

^): As y is chain-valued, y

and y^n are ordered. By the continuity of Uv� in y, and increasing di¤erences

Uv� in (y; h), this inequality is preserved at the limit, i.e., Uv�
h_
(y; p; h^) �

Uv�
h_
(y�; p; h^): Therefore y� 2 Y �(p; h^): Moreover, y� � y^ = ^Y �(p; h^) for

each p:

To �nish the proof of order continuity, we show y� � y_: For all n; hn � h^:

Therefore, by Theorem 4(b), y^h = ^Y �(p; hn) � ^Y �(p; h^) = y^: Hence, y^

25 The notation "hn " ^fhngn2N = h^ in C1"denotes that the sequence fhngn2N

is an increasing sequence of functions hn order converges to a function h^: The

notation " hn ! h^"denotes that the sequence fhngn2N topologically converges to

h^ (where here, the topological convergence is in the product topology).
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is an upper bound on {y^ng:Therefore, y� � y^ as y� is the least upper bound

of fy^ng:Thus, for hn " h^; T^(^fhngn2N) = ^fT^(hn)gn2N : That is, T^(h)(p)

is order continuous.�

Proof of Theorem 6

Proof: We have ^C1 � T^(^C1) (T_(_C1) � _C1): By Theorem 4(c), T^(h)

(T_(h)) is order continuous. By Lemma 2, C1 is countably chain complete.

Therefore, by Proposition 5, _T^n(^C1) " h�^ (^T_(_C1) " h�_:�

Proof of Lemma 7:

Proof: For each h inC
0
1, from Theorem 4, the extremal selections are isotone in

h. By a version of Berge�s Maximum theorem ([47], Theorem 12.5a), Y �(p; h)

is compact-valued in R+. Y �(p; h) is, therefore, chain subcomplete-valued for

each (p; h):

Consider any subset G of T (h)(p). By Theorem 3, for any K 0 � K, z 2 Z

and h 2 C1(S), g(K 0; K 0; z;h) � g(K;K; z;h). By compactness of Y �(p;h),

supg2G g(p;h) exists and belongs to Y
�(p; h). Consequently, _g(K 0; K 0; z;h) �

_g(K;K; z; h) which proves that every subset G has a lowest upper bound.

A similar argument works for the ^G: Therefore, T (h)(p) is subcomplete-

lattice valued when endowed with the pointwise order by ([24], Theorem 2.31).

T (h)(p) : C
0
1 ! 2C

0
1n? is a strong-set order ascending correspondence from

Theorem 4(a), as Y �(p; h) is ascending in h the strong set order.�

Proof of Theorem 9
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Proof: By construction, Th � C
0
1. By Lemma 7, T is isotone in the strong

set order, subcomplete-valued, for all h. The hypotheses of Veinott�s version

of Tarski�s theorem in Proposition 8 are now satis�ed. Thus, the set of �xed

points of T is a nonempty complete lattice. Further by ( [66], Chapter 4,

Theorem 14), all monotone selections in '�T (�) form a complete lattice.�

Proof of Theorem 10

Proof: For the case of Inada conditions for utility; the result is known. (See

[15]).

Consider the case u0(0) is �nite. The proof follows from a modi�cation the

argument in [21] (Proposition 2 and Theorem 3).

Let h0 = 0; and v0 = 0: By (2), B(v0)(p; h�0) = u(f �h�0)(p); where the MEDP

is h�0 = 0: For economies � 2 Edc; B(v0)(p) is (i) once continuously di¤eren-

tiable, (ii) strictly concave in k; and (iii) has a continuous partial derivative

B(v0)k(p) = u
0(f)f1(k;K; z); which is falling in K; when k = K: The MEDP

for investment for the one-period economy is h�0 = 0 2 Cc:

Consider a two-period economy. Let h�0 = 0; h 2 Cc: From (2),

B2(v0)(k;K; z;h; h
�
0)= sup

a2�(p)
fu(f(k;K; z)� y) + (5)

�
Z
B(v0)(y; h(K; z); z

0; h�0))Q(z; dz
0)g: (6)

with a standard Lagrangian given as

L1(y; p;�1; �2)=u(f(p)� y)
+�

Z
B(v0)(y; h(K; z); z

0;h�0)Q(z; dz
0)

+�1�(f(p)� y) + �2 � y (7)
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where p = (k;K; z). As B(v0)(p) is strictly concave in k, and the objective

in (9) is strictly concave in y. As f is strictly concave in k, for each h 2 Cc;

B2(v0;h
�
0)(p) is strictly concave in k:

Fix k = K: De�ne the mapping x�1(p; h
�
0) = h

�
1(p) implicitly in the following

equilibrium version of the Euler inequality (which is necessary and su¢ cient

for a MEDP) at h�0 = 0

Z1(x�1(p; h
�
0); p; h

�
0) = �u0(f(p)� x�1) +H1(x�1; z)� �1�1 + �1�2 = 0 (8)

where H1(x�1(p; h
�
0); z; h

�
0) =

�
Z
u0(f(x�1; x

�
1; z

0))f1(x
�
1; x

�
1; z

0)Q(z; dz0)

�1�1 is

�1�1 = u
0(0)� �

Z
u0((f(f; f; z0))f1(f; f; z

0)Q(z; dz0) (9)

when f � x�1 = 0; and �1�1 = 0; elsewhere. Therefore, �1�1 is �nite when u0(0) is

�nite for all p. Also,

�1�2 = �
Z
u0((f(0; 0; z0))f1(0; 0; z

0)Q(z; dz0)� u0(f) (10)

when x�1 = 0; and �1�2 =0, elsewhere. Therefore, �
1�
2 is well-de�ned for all p;

except when f satis�es an Inada condition. For the Inada case, we set �1�2 = 0

for all p:Notice that �1�1 and �
1�
2 are unique when x

�
1(p; h

�
0) is single-valued for

each p:

Following [21] (Proposition 2), from the concavity of u and f for economies

� 2 Edc; as well as the de�nition in (12) and (13), the mapping x�1(p; h
�
0)
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de�ned in (11) has following properties:

(a) it is single-valued, continuous in p

(b) it is isotone in K when k = K .

(c) x�1(p; h
�
0) is such that f � x�1 is isotone in K when k = K.

Set h�1(p; h
�
0) = x�1(p; h

�
0) 2 Cc:De�ne B2(v0)(p; h�1; h

�
0) = B2(v0)(p; ~h

�
1) using

(9) at h = h�1(p; h
�
0); and ~h

�
1 = (h

�
0; h

�
1): Given the strictly concavity of B

2(v0)

in k; the value function is di¤erentiable k for each (K; z) with the partial

B2(v0)k(p) falling in K when k = K: 26 De�ne T̂ (0) = T̂ (h�0) = x�1(p; h
�
0):

Notice, T̂ (0) = x�1(p; h
�
0) � h�0 = 0, pointwise in p

We study the n�period economy by induction. Let the history of MEDPs up

to period n � 1 be denoted by ~h�n�1 = (h�0; h�1; :::; h�n�1): Assume the function

Bn=1(v0)(p; ~h
�
n�1) is : (i) strictly concave in k, for each (K; z), (ii) once continu-

ously di¤erentiable in k; for each (K; z); and (iii) has an envelope Bn�1(v0)k(p)

that falling in K when k = K. Further, for the operator T̂ (h), assume: (iv)

T̂ n�1(0) = h�n�1 � T n�2(0) = h�n�2 � ::: � h�0 = 0.

De�ning the Lagrangian as in (10) for the optimization in (9) at v = Bn=1(v0)(p; ~h�n�1);we

26 For our case, original proof of the Mirman-Zilcha Lemma ([44], Lemma 1) can

be easily modifed to allow for the case of noninterior consumption by adding the

condition that u0(0) is �nite for economies � 2 Edc to show this value function

is di¤erentiable in k, each (K; z; h). This additional condition implies u(c) has a

di¤erentiable extension at c = 0. As the LI constraint quali�cation in (9) holds

trivially, one can also establish this di¤erentiability result using the recent arguments

proposed in Rincón-Zapatero and Santos [53], but their argument is not required.
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arrive at the following version of (11)

Zn�1(x�n(p;
~h�n�1); p; h

�
n�1) = �u0(f(p)� x�n) +Hn�1(x�2; z)� �n�1 + �n�2 = 0

where Hn�1(x�n(p;
~h�n�1); z)

�
Z
u0((f � h�n�1)(x�n; x�n; z0))f1(x�n; x�n; z0)Q(z; dz0):

Here, �n�1 is

�n�1 = u0(0)� �
Z
u0((f � h�n�1)(f; f; z0))f1(f; f; z0)Q(z; dz0)

when f � x�1 = 0; and �n�1 = 0 elsewhere. Also,

�n�2 = �
Z
u0((f � h�n�1)(0; 0; z0))f1(0; 0; z0)Q(z; dz0)� u0(f)

when x�1 = 0; and �
n�
2 =0 elsewhere.

Given the concavity and di¤erentiability properties of Bn�1(v0)(p) in (i)-

(iii), the same argument for the two period economy above in (a)-(c) im-

plies x�n(p; ~h
�
n�1) is an element of the collection Cc: Therefore, fT̂ n(0)g =

fx�j(p; ~h�j�1)gnj=1 is a sequence in Cc:

Further, by (iv), h�n�1 � h�n�2, pointwise. The concavity of u(c) then implies

Hn�1(x; z; ~h�n�1) � Hn�2(x; z; ~h�n�2); for all p; which implies Z
n�1(x; p; h�n�1) �

Zn�2(x; p; h�n�2), for all p: Therefore, x
�
n(p; h

�
n�1) � x�n�1(p; h

�
n�2), for all p:

Hence, {T̂ j(0)g = fx�j(p; ~h�j�1)gnj=1 is a countable chain in the collection Cc:

Finally, de�ne operator T̂ (h) = x�(p; h), h 2 Cc; where x�(p; h) satis�es
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Z(x�(p; h); p; h) = �u0(f(p)� x�(p; h)) +H(x�(p; h); z)� ��1 + ��2 = 0

where H(x�(p; h); z) =

�
Z
u0((f � h)(x�; x�; z0))f1(x�; x�; z0)Q(z; dz0)

and ��1 and �
�
2 are de�ne in as before with obvious modi�cations.

First, note that T̂ (h) is order continuous on Cc: That T̂ (h) is single-valued,

and transforms Cc follows from the arguments in (a)-(c). Further, to see that

T̂ (h) is isotone, notice when h0 � h; Z(x; p; h0) � Z(x; p; h) from the concavity

of u(c): Therefore, T̂ (h0) = x�(p; h0) � T̂ (h) = x�(p; h); so T̂ (h) is isotone on

Cc: Let hn " ^fhngn2N = h^. Then, h^ 2 Cc as Cc is countably chain

complete. As sup and inf operations are pointwise continuous in Cc, hn "

h^ ) hn ! h^ pointwise in p:Given the continuity of Z in all arguments

(in particular, hn ! h^ pointwise in p, implies Z(x; p; hn) ! Z(x; p; h^)

pointwise in (x; p)); using (14), the continuity of Z in its �rst argument implies

^x�(p; hn) = x�(p;^hn): Therefore, T̂ (h) is order continuous.

As 0 = ^Cc � ~T (^Cc), by Proposition 5, the successive approximations T̂ n(0)

= x�n(p;
~h�n�1) " h�^ , h�^ a minimal �xed point.

Finally, when Z is denumerable, a standard argument using the equicontinuity

of the collection Cc can be used to show T̂ (h) is continuous on Cc: (e.g., see

Coleman [15]). In this case, the convergence of successive approxiations is

uniform. �

Remark 3 When the shocks are denumerable, given the equicontinuity of the

collection Cc in K; we obtain limnx�(p; hn) = ^x�(p; hn) uniformly on P:
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(Coleman [15], Proposition 4). Therefore the convergence of the successive

approximations T̂ n(0) = x�n(p;
~h�n�1) ! h�^ will be uniform on P: (Coleman

[15], Proposition 6). �

6 Appendix 2: Lattices and Orders

A partially ordered set (or Poset) is a setX ordered with a re�exive, transitive,

and antisymmetric relation. If any two elements of X are comparable, X is

referred to as a complete partially ordered set, or chain. An upper (resp.

lower) bound of B � X is an element xu(resp. xl) in B such that 8x 2 B;

x � xu (resp. xl � x): A lattice is a set X ordered with a re�exive, transitive,

and antisymmetric relation � such that any two elements x and x0 in X have

a least upper bound in X , denoted x ^ x0; and a greatest lower bound in X,

denoted x _ x0: The product of an arbitrary collection of lattices equipped

with the product (coordinatewise) order is a lattice. B � X is a sublattice of

X if it contains the sup and the inf (with respect to X) of any pair of points

in B: A lattice is complete if any subset B of X has a least upper bound and

a greatest lower bound. At lattice is � � complete if every sequence has a

least upper bound and greatest lower bound. If every chain in X is complete,

then X is referred to as a chain complete poset. If every countable chain in

X is complete, then X is referred to as a countably chain complete poset.

Isotone (or order preserving) mappings on a Poset: Let (X;�X) and

(Y;�Y ) be Posets. A mapping f : X ! Y is isotone on X if f(x0) �Y f(x);

when x0 �X x; for x; x0 2 X: If f(x0) �Y f(x) when x0 >X x for x; x0 2 X,

then we say f is increasing. If f(x0) >Y f(x) when x0 >X x, then we say f is

strictly increasing.
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A correspondence (or multifunction) F : X ! 2Y is ascending in the set

relation on 2Y denoted by �S; if F (x0) �S F (x); when x0 �X x: Smithson

[?] and Veinott [66] have developed particular set relations �S on 2Y . Let

A � B � Y � Y: We de�ne the Strong Set Order �a on 2Y : A �a B; if

8(a; b) 2 A�B, a^ b 2 B and a_ b 2 A: A correspondence F (x) is expanding

under set inclusion in x if x � x0 implies F (x) � F (x0):

Fixed points. Let F : X ! 2X be a non-empty valued correspondence:

x 2 X is a �xed point of F if x 2 F (x): If F is a function, a �xed point is

x 2 X such that x = F (x): An order interval is a set I[a; b] = fxja � x �

b; a; b 2 Xg.:

Supermodular functions and Increasing Di¤erences. Consider a lat-

tice X. A function f : X ! R is supermodular (resp., strictly supermodular)

in x if 8(x; y) 2 X2; f(x _ y)+ f(x ^ y) � (resp., >) f(x) + f(y). An

important property of the class of supermodular functions is they are closed

under pointwise limits. (Topkis, [64], Lemma 2.6.1). Consider a partially or-

dered set 	 = X1 � P (with order �), and B � X1 � P . The function

f : B �! R has increasing di¤erences in (x1; p) if for all p1; p2 2 P; p1 � p2

=) f(x; p2)� f(x; p1) is non-decreasing in x 2 Bp1 ; where Bp is the p section

of B: If this di¤erence is strictly increasing in x then f has strictly increasing

di¤erences on B:
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